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Introduction 

The production, preparation, distribution 
and consumption of food holds a central 
position in the development of societies. 
Food is a primary necessity for human 
survival. Apart from its physiological 
importance, food is also a cultural 
phenomenon. As the French epicure 
Jean-Anthelme Brillant-Savarin claims, 
"Gastronomy governs the whole life of 
man."1 In this case, sustenance is more 
than the energy necessary for the body to 
survive. As a cultural object, food is a means 
through which humans communicate 
values, knowledge and beliefs. 

Food, according to Arjun Appadurai, 
is "a highly condensed social fact" and .. 
"a marvellous plastic kind of collective 
representation" .2 It is an important 
channel permitting a better attempt at 
self-understanding; a revealing means of 
understanding our behaviours and our 
social interactions with other humans. 
Precisely because of such communicative 
powers, food is "good to eat" but also "good 
to think" .3 The validity of both statements 
enticed scholars to venture beyond the 
significant attention paid to the history of 
ingredients through an exploration of the 
material and symbolic meaning of food in 
society. 4 

This article5 refers to some of the 
developments in food-related historical 
research asmuchasitisabouttheimportance 
of the role archives and archivists play in the 
same research process. Researchers spend 
endless hours looking for any fragment of 
information that could throw new light on 
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the past. During this process, the researcher 
works very closely with the archivist. As 
a front-line source of information, the 
archivist informs about those collections 
that could potentially help the researcher 
meet the research objective. However, the 
dialogue between the archivist and the food 
researcher is now becoming increasingly 
difficult as food historians have started 
to venture in rather complex forms of 
interpretation, asking for sources that are 
not necessarily food-related in their nature. 

Let us assume that a better understanding 
of the historiography of food studies 
informs the archivist of the adequacy of the 
archival repository for food-related research 
projects. Developments in food-related 
research sheds interesting light on how 
the trained researcher employs archival 
collections whose role and purpose is not 
necessarily considered of direct importance 
to food studies. With this understanding 
in mind, the 'raw' [food related evidence], 
the 'cooked' [interpretation of the evidence 
using an interdisciplinary approach that 
goes beyond the more traditional political 
and economic interpretation of factual 
information], and the archive come 
together. While the researcher needs to lay 
down any ground-work research to tap the 
potential of the archive, the archivist show.Id 
have all the necessary tools to continue to 
assist the researcher in ensuring that no 
stones are left unturned. Apart from the 
online catalogue or any available indexing 
system, the archivist plays an important 
role in guiding the researcher through those 
potential sources that could possibly lend 
themselves well for the project. 



Food as celebl'ation - a tea-party given at the Coloniq.l Restaumnt in Valletta to 100 school children 
011 the occasion of the coronation of George VI ill May 1937 (National Archives of Malta) 

The assumption above is somewhat far
fetched. The confluence between the 'raw', 
the 'cooked' and the 'archive' is rather 
vague and not always easy to achieve. Is it 
possible for the archivist to correctly advise 
the researcher, especially in extremely 
specialised areas, if unaware of such 
developments in those same specialised 
areas of research? And while it is humanely 
impossible for the archivist to be such 
well-informed, how should the archive tap 
into the expertise of the researcher? These 
reflective questions emanate from two 
decades of direct collaboration with the 
National Archives of Malta as a researcher 
interested in food-related projects. 

Food historiography: an overview 

The earliest recognition of the potential 
associated with food studies comes 
down to us through the work of several 
anthropologists and sociologists. 
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Incidentally, these same social scientists 
have highlighted the importance of 
history when trying to understand the 
development of food-related cultural 
meanings. The works of Sydney W. Mintz, 
Jack Goody, and Stephen Mennell analyse 
food from a historic-materialistic approach. 
Sidney Mintz studied the production and 
consumption of sugar to understand the 
links between capitalism and industrial 
build-up in Europe, and the associated 
British colonial expansion in the Caribbean. 
Jack Goody's research, touching over the 
three continents of Europe, Africa and Asia, 
highlights the interdependency, as well as 
the significance of food production, class 
and eating practices. Clearly influenced 
by Norbert Elias' The Civilising Process, 
sociologist Stephen Mennell researched 
food practices and developments in 
table mam1ers in France and England 
from medieval times to the present day. 
This study allows the possibility of both 

foresight and hindsight since emphasis 
lies squarely on the abandoning of the 
medieval gluttonous behaviour to a more 
rational attitude at the table. These studies 
are testimony of how anthropologists 
and sociologists have employed archival 
evidence to further knowledge that goes 
beyond the most obvious political and 
economic determinants in understanding . 
past societies. However, the same could 
not be said when food historians tried to 
publicise their food-related work. 

"I should, perhaps," remarked Reay 
Tannahill, "remind readers that this is a 
history book, not a cookery book", and urged 
them "not to experiment with the foods 
described herein" .6 These words of caution 
have some significance when considering 
the context within which Tannahill's book, 
Food in History, was published. As a matter 
of fact, Tannahill' s contribution marks one of 
the earliest studies of food from a historical 
perspective. Its readability ushered a new 
begim1ing in the study of food, an already 
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established area of research among other 
social sciences. When the first edition of 
Food in History was published in 1973, the 
New York Times Book Review stated; "Here 
at last is what may serve as the first text 
book for what should become a new sub
discipline; call it Alimentary History" .7 

These reflections encapsulate the challenge 
food historians had to contend with 
for several more years to come. The 
'cooked' approach to food research-based 
projects was met with a lot of opposition. 
Introductions to food related studies often 
included statements intended to validate 
the legitimacy of this area of research 
towards the better understanding of 
culture.8 Resistance came from the general 
public, but especially from among fellow 
historians. Although the concept of change 
forms an integral part in any historian's 
research project, historians are often quite 
reluctant to accept new fields of research 
that try to infiltrate into the mainstream 
of traditional historical ractise. A cursory 

Food as satfre - a carnival float in Valletta in 1931 (National Al'chives of Malta) 
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Detailed report on families supported through government 
funds and food during the 1850 cholera outbreak (National Archives of Malta) 
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look at historiographical literature indicates 
how several food historians constantly 
felt compelled to justify their area of 
research, particularly since the use of 'raw' 
unconventional sources of information, 
such as cookbooks or civil and ecclesiastical 
court trials, diminished the importance of 
their studies.9 

Evidence of such resistance is revealed in 
several reflective comments on the history 
of food writing in general, specifically when 
scholars discussed food culture. One salient 
remark penned by Roy Porter in his preface to 
the book Bread of Dreams by Piero Camporesi, 
warns the Anglo-American reader about the 
nature and approach of Camporesi to his 
work. Porter explains how this could pose a 
challenge since it could come across as exotic 
and lacking those basic qualities still largely 
agreed upon by traditional historians.10 In 
1999, Peter Garnsey recognised how recent 
works by historians studying the social, 
religious and cultural function of food and 
its metaphorical uses were not recognised 
for their contribution towards historical 
inquiry. Could it be, as Giovanni Rebora 
argues, that the cultural history of food as a 
discipline was not as yet highly developed?11 

Or is this just simply a question of 'taste' 
since Fernandez-Armesto questions how 
the history of food culture is "relatively 
unappreciated"?12 It is significantly difficult 
to measure such thoughts especially since 
the researcher would also come across 
positive comments, such as those of Albert 
Sonnenfeld. A contemporary of Garnsey, 
Sonnenfeld believes that the culture of food 
is a recognised area of study. In his 1999 
seminal work Food. A culinary history from 
Antiquity to Present, Sonnenfeld described 
the history of food culture as "moved to 
the front burner" .13 Since then, food studies 
gained significant ground among historians 
and no longer considered as 'invisible' in 
academic history.14 

The contributions of food historians towards 
the understanding of food-related functions, 
roles, meanings and usages of past societies 
are today recognised for their worth. 
The 'cooked' is now an interdisciplinary 
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approach to food studies, including cultural 
historians too. The rapid development, 
with all its different strands and schools of 
thought, is best encapsulated by Scholliers' 
:figurative representation of a "cosy hut" 
with segregated spaces (1960s-1980s), 
that transformed itself into a "welcoming 
house" with accessible rooms (1990s-2005) 
and now experiencing expansion. 15 Today, 
argues food historian Peter Scholliers in his 
study The Many Rooms in the House: 

food history inhabits a large 
house with many rooms, with the 
occasional remodelling of a new 
room. This history is very visible 
from a long distance. It is busy and 
noisy, and lights are on day and 
night. It looks solid and gleaming, 
and many people from all over the 
world pay it a visit. Its confusing 
atmosphere, which is caused 
by the many rooms with very 
different people, conversations, 
and ambiences, may worry some 
visitors. Not many other buildings 
accommodate such a varied 
collection of people who all wish to 
contribute to the writing of history 
of food. Some dwellers consider 
food as their main (and sometimes 
only) concern, whereas others pose 
questions in which food plays a 
subordinate role.16 

The Maltese case-study aligns perfectly 
with these observations. Food related 
studies, although still in their infancy, have 
been gaining II front burner" attention~ 
Nevertheless, this change of faith is 
unfolding at a relatively slow pace.17 One 
of the biggest challenges in this regard 
is related to the demands of the research 
process itself. Researchers are required to 
consult different sources whose mention of 
food is often only accidental. Consequently, 
researchers in the field are spending a lot of 
time collaborating with archivists in trying 
to explore those potential documents that 
could "populate" the "many rooms in the 
house". The archivist cannot be expected 
to know the current trends and practices in 
food-related research, especially since the 
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uhouse" is increasingly becoming rather 
complex to navigate. 

'Cooking' food-related sources 

Food-related research is now attracting 
more attention. The proliferation of 
published material discussing a myriad of 
food-related themes is only one aspect of 
this change of faith. General interest in the 
history of food is further enriched through 
a panoply of television programmes, 
internet sites, Facebook pages, international 
organisations, exhibitions, historic cook
along and fairs. In academia, food history 
has established itself as part of food related 
university courses, colloquia, workshops, 
symposia and journals. 

The current recognised status should not 
be solely attributed to the intensification 
of published material. Anthropologists, 
sociologists, linguists, nutritionists, 
psychologists, geographers, philosophers 
and archaeologists regularly include 
aspects of food history in their studies. 
Sociology and anthropology focussed the 
historians' attention to the socio-cultural 
meanings of food as an act of sharing. These 
recent developments indicate how the 
historian adopted new theories, methods, 
approaches and even a language of food
studies when researching the food culture 
of past societies. 

Quantitative and qualitative methodologies 
in food-related research employ sources 
of evidence whose nature and origin are 
not necessarily directly food-related. The 
occasional secondary mentioning of food 
presents the researcher with the possibility 
of giving a 'voice' to socio-cultural aspects 
of entire societies long since gone. The 
contemporary cultural historian aspires 
to analyse and narrate aspects of daily life 
which often pass unnoticed. As "a house 
with many rooms" the researcher is today 
looking at food-related aspects that are 
'cooked' in an unprecedented shape and 
form. While food studies researchers have 
spent a lot of energy identifying the history 
of ingredients, new approaches use the 
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same information to narrate a different 
story. Concepts surrounding production, 
distribution, processing and consumption, 
otherwise known as foodways, are forming 
the basis of contemporary research projects 
among food historians. 

-Caroline W. Bynum's and Rudolph M. Bell's 
· research explains how medieval women 
adopted fasting to establish their place in 
sodety.18 Joan J. Brumberg and Caroline M. 
Counihan suggest that the close association 
of women's identities with the rejection of 
food, amid its universality, had changed 
its meaning through time.19 An element 
of continuity within this female rejection 
of food is that women still use food as a 
language to seek emotional comfort. Female 
restrictions of food and the acceptance of 
hunger remain to be cehtra1 features in the 
construction of female identity. These studies 
have inspired other researchers to explore 
issues related to body, image, identity and 
power of men and women in past societies 
using methodologies often ascribed to 
~mthropologists and sociologists. 

Material culture has also moved away from 
a Marxist-determinist approach. Sarah 
Pem1ell and Bee Wilson have brought to 
light an important aspect of food-related 
material culture.20 Continuity and change 
in the development of kitchen tools persists 
as an area of interest. Originally, kitchen 
tools were often simply described for their 
economic worth. Kitchen equipment lists 
are now considered as indicators of "social 
capital". 21 Until recently, cooking implements 
have been isolated from any form of human 
connection. Eating and cooking utensils 
are as intimate as the meaning associated 
with the internalisation of food. Today, 
considerations are made to the thought 
process governing the acquisition of such 
tools as another way to understand how 
humans consume food in its widest sense. 

Research projects, like the examples 
mentioned above, shed interesting light 
on how the history of food has developed 
into a "house with many rooms". The 
rapidly growing interest in food related 
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Wol'ld Wa1' II Communal Feeding Card 
(National Archives of Malta) 

projects involving specialised interpretative 
approaches generated new challenges for 
both the researcher and the archivist. While 
the researcher contemplates on the nature 
of the information required, the archivist is 
constantly challenged to adequately advise 
the researcher on the potential of the available 
sources. As a result of these new demands, the 
seasoned professional researcher is spending 
endless amounts of hours consulting 
documents. Thus, the experienced researcher 
becomes the front-line expert informing the 
archive about the potential of the collection 
within the repository. 

The archive 

The archivist is a collaborator, sometimes 
the initiator of a research-based project. 
An initiator snnply because the archivist's 
knowledge and familiarity with the collection 
provides the researcher with possible 
avenues towards the exploration of untapped 
documents. However, the researcher is another 
important contributor towards the better 
understanding of the collection available for 
research. The professional researcher often 
consults documents that several would have 
discarded as unimportant simply by looking 
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at the catalogue. Themes in food-related 
research can sometimes be explored 
through sources where the reference 
to food is only secondary. For instance, 
several are under the impression that 
one of my research interests is about 
bread in the early modern period. 
However, very few know that I had 
focussed on bread to understand gender 
identity in eighteenth century Malta. 
Admittedly, I have learned a lot about 
the whole grain-bread cycle and have 
already made contributions specifically 
about the history of the product. But 
more importantly for my project, grain 
and bread became the 'voice' that 
brought to light gender relations within 
the early mode1n household. I still 
recall the worded faces of the caring 
staff of the National Archives querying 
about whether I had come across any 
information that could lend itself well 
for my interest. And then the puzzling 

looks in response to my positive answer 
since the documents I chose to consult had 
been previously used by researchers to study 
different types of crimes. or aspects of daily 
life in early modern Malta. It was precisely 
during these moments that the seeds were 
sown for a collaborative future. 

The National Archives of Malta have 
generated a culture encouraging an open 
dialogue between the archivist and the 
researcher. This collaborative atmosphere 
has made it possible for the researcher to 
bring to light several interesting aspects of 
food culture. Researchers are provided with 
opportunities to explain "the rooms of their 
house" and encouraged to advise on the 
potential of the collection. The possibility to 
discuss allows for the researcher to inform 
the archivist of the constantly changing 
"house". The complexities of interpretation 
and the historiography of food are 
unpacked in a manner that the researcher 
would both inform but also get informed 
about collections which meet the needs of a 
research project. 

This open dialogue manifests itself best in 
the opportunity for the researcher to act 

as a Citizen Archive. 22 In other words, the 
National Archives taps into the expertise 
of the researcher and generates those 
platforms which entrust the researcher to 
act as a front-line exponent to communicate 
the research potential of the collection. 
Such opportunities also allow for the 
propagation of information about ongoing 
research projects among a wider audience. 
The researcher is involved in orientation 
sessions for other researchers interested 
in specific areas of research. Since food 
studies in Malta is relatively in its infancy, 
the role of the experienced researchers 
helps attract and assist other researchers 
to explore unventured territories of food
related topics. Consequently, the National 
Archives strives to celebrate the research 
based on the sources found in the collection, 
empowering the researcher to carry the flag 
for the Archives. 

The possibility to showcase research could 
be considered as the extended arm of the 
archivist. Presenting the collection with 
a specific link to the "house with many 
rooms" allows for this collaboration to guide\ 
interested researchers to specific documents. 
To a certain extent, these volunteers could . 
be viewed as an 'outside' service provider 
of information, facilitating specific research 
projects through collaboration. The Archive 
Citizen continues to bridge the work of the 
archives with more potential researchers. 
This task should be considered as an 
addition to the workshops, public lectures, 
tours of the archives, educational visits, and 
information sessions. Such manifestations 
continue to inform the public on several 
levels, ·going beyond the narrow remit of 
informing other researchers. The expert 
researcher forming part of this outreach 
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programme could also inform the public 
of different ages in an experiential 
exercise employing modern approaches 
to educational processes. Eventually, the 
confluence between the 'raw', the 'cooked' 
and the archive becomes a harbinger 
towards a better understanding of the 
National Memory project. 

Conclusion 

There is no other single actor on the stage of 
history which is as meaningful as food. Food 
is a vector of life, a promise of salvation and 
a marker of social mobility. It is a measure 
of governance. Food is also loaded with a 
lot of spiritual charge. Language endowed 
it with symbolic meanings. Thus, food is 
a metaphor of human experience. For the 
cultural historian food becomes a prism 
that radiates the totality of that same human 
experience. 

It is precisely at this moment when the 
researcher and the ardlivist engage in an 
important dialogue. As before the 'raw' could 
become 'cooked', the formal and informal 
discussions between the researcher and the 
archivist could further facilitate research in 
very specialised areas. The collaborative front 
allows for the dissemination of information, 
increased awareness about the archive and its 
potential and it encourages more researchers 
to approad1 the archive to further their 
research interests. As a Citizen Archive, the 
researcher could constantly inform about the 
vibrant "house with many rooms". As soon 
as the 'raw', the 'cooked' and the archive 
embrace a collaborative approach, the 
Archives continue to manifest their important 
role of safeguarding important concepts 
related to memory and identity. 
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Wol'ld Wa1' II Communal Feeding Card 
(National Archives of Malta) 

projects involving specialised interpretative 
approaches generated new challenges for 
both the researcher and the archivist. While 
the researcher contemplates on the nature 
of the information required, the archivist is 
constantly challenged to adequately advise 
the researcher on the potential of the available 
sources. As a result of these new demands, the 
seasoned professional researcher is spending 
endless amounts of hours consulting 
documents. Thus, the experienced researcher 
becomes the front-line expert informing the 
archive about the potential of the collection 
within the repository. 

The archive 

The archivist is a collaborator, sometimes 
the initiator of a research-based project. 
An initiator snnply because the archivist's 
knowledge and familiarity with the collection 
provides the researcher with possible 
avenues towards the exploration of untapped 
documents. However, the researcher is another 
important contributor towards the better 
understanding of the collection available for 
research. The professional researcher often 
consults documents that several would have 
discarded as unimportant simply by looking 
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at the catalogue. Themes in food-related 
research can sometimes be explored 
through sources where the reference 
to food is only secondary. For instance, 
several are under the impression that 
one of my research interests is about 
bread in the early modern period. 
However, very few know that I had 
focussed on bread to understand gender 
identity in eighteenth century Malta. 
Admittedly, I have learned a lot about 
the whole grain-bread cycle and have 
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about the history of the product. But 
more importantly for my project, grain 
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information that could lend itself well 
for my interest. And then the puzzling 
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since the documents I chose to consult had 
been previously used by researchers to study 
different types of crimes. or aspects of daily 
life in early modern Malta. It was precisely 
during these moments that the seeds were 
sown for a collaborative future. 

The National Archives of Malta have 
generated a culture encouraging an open 
dialogue between the archivist and the 
researcher. This collaborative atmosphere 
has made it possible for the researcher to 
bring to light several interesting aspects of 
food culture. Researchers are provided with 
opportunities to explain "the rooms of their 
house" and encouraged to advise on the 
potential of the collection. The possibility to 
discuss allows for the researcher to inform 
the archivist of the constantly changing 
"house". The complexities of interpretation 
and the historiography of food are 
unpacked in a manner that the researcher 
would both inform but also get informed 
about collections which meet the needs of a 
research project. 

This open dialogue manifests itself best in 
the opportunity for the researcher to act 

as a Citizen Archive. 22 In other words, the 
National Archives taps into the expertise 
of the researcher and generates those 
platforms which entrust the researcher to 
act as a front-line exponent to communicate 
the research potential of the collection. 
Such opportunities also allow for the 
propagation of information about ongoing 
research projects among a wider audience. 
The researcher is involved in orientation 
sessions for other researchers interested 
in specific areas of research. Since food 
studies in Malta is relatively in its infancy, 
the role of the experienced researchers 
helps attract and assist other researchers 
to explore unventured territories of food
related topics. Consequently, the National 
Archives strives to celebrate the research 
based on the sources found in the collection, 
empowering the researcher to carry the flag 
for the Archives. 

The possibility to showcase research could 
be considered as the extended arm of the 
archivist. Presenting the collection with 
a specific link to the "house with many 
rooms" allows for this collaboration to guide\ 
interested researchers to specific documents. 
To a certain extent, these volunteers could . 
be viewed as an 'outside' service provider 
of information, facilitating specific research 
projects through collaboration. The Archive 
Citizen continues to bridge the work of the 
archives with more potential researchers. 
This task should be considered as an 
addition to the workshops, public lectures, 
tours of the archives, educational visits, and 
information sessions. Such manifestations 
continue to inform the public on several 
levels, ·going beyond the narrow remit of 
informing other researchers. The expert 
researcher forming part of this outreach 
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programme could also inform the public 
of different ages in an experiential 
exercise employing modern approaches 
to educational processes. Eventually, the 
confluence between the 'raw', the 'cooked' 
and the archive becomes a harbinger 
towards a better understanding of the 
National Memory project. 

Conclusion 

There is no other single actor on the stage of 
history which is as meaningful as food. Food 
is a vector of life, a promise of salvation and 
a marker of social mobility. It is a measure 
of governance. Food is also loaded with a 
lot of spiritual charge. Language endowed 
it with symbolic meanings. Thus, food is 
a metaphor of human experience. For the 
cultural historian food becomes a prism 
that radiates the totality of that same human 
experience. 

It is precisely at this moment when the 
researcher and the ardlivist engage in an 
important dialogue. As before the 'raw' could 
become 'cooked', the formal and informal 
discussions between the researcher and the 
archivist could further facilitate research in 
very specialised areas. The collaborative front 
allows for the dissemination of information, 
increased awareness about the archive and its 
potential and it encourages more researchers 
to approad1 the archive to further their 
research interests. As a Citizen Archive, the 
researcher could constantly inform about the 
vibrant "house with many rooms". As soon 
as the 'raw', the 'cooked' and the archive 
embrace a collaborative approach, the 
Archives continue to manifest their important 
role of safeguarding important concepts 
related to memory and identity. 
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Parochial records and 

their research potential 
Joseph Grech 

This article analyses how the data contained 
in Maltese parish archives can be utilised for 
historical research. Parish archives represent 
principal sources for historical research 
because they refer directly to the particular 
events and deeds of specific individuals. 
The historical research potential discussed 
in this article includes such aspects as 
demography, concentration of families 
in specific areas, surnames, the Status 
Animarum and its historical significance 
as well as the sh1dy of specific historical 
episodes, such as the plague which ravaged 
Malta in 1676. Comparisons with similar 
records in other European countries are 
also made. 

The nature of demographic data 

Demographic data is collected in two main 
ways: by enumeration at a point in time, 
and, by recording events as they occur 
over a period of time. Censuses and other 
surveys are examples of the first method, 
while birth registrations and migration 
records are examples of the second.1 

The keeping of records of births, marriages 
and deaths originated long before the 
beginning of the scientific study of 
population. Its primary purpose was - and 
still is - the noting down permanently for 
reference purposes of the most important 
events in people's lives. The proof of age 
provided by a birth certificate is useful on 
many occasions. 

Although civil registration of births, 
marriages and deaths is essentially a product 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
lists of baptisms, weddings and burials were 
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kept by ecclesiastical authorities from much 
earlier times. The practice existed in France 
in 1308 and in Toledo (Spain) in 1497.2 While 
the lists maintained by churches are a useful 
record, providing material of much value for 
historical research, they remained local in 
character and were never brought together 
centrally; they were normally restricted 
to those observing the official religion of 
the State and may not have been fully 
comprehensive even within that remit.3 

Historical demography 

Parish registers have been one of the 
most important sources for historical 
demography. Parishregisterdatainrawform 
consists of records of baptisms, marriages, 
and burials recorded in parish churches in 
many Catholic countries. Because records 
of baptisms typically included the names of 
parents and other basic information about 
them, records of baptism of children born to 
the same couple can be linked to each other 
and to the marriage record of the couple, 
making it possible in turn to construct 
fertility histories of couples. When people 
remained in the same village, records of 
their baptism, marriage and burial may 
be linked to produce life histories. The 
process of linking records of baptism, 
marriage, and burial to produce fertility 
histories, and more generally life histories 
and family histories, is referred to as 'family 
reconstitution' .4 

From these individual and family histories, 
it is possible to create demographic data. 
The most common applications are the 
estimation of age-specific marital fertility 
rates from baptism records that have been 




